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With the arrival of every new year, well meaning people resolve to make changes in their lives and

patterns of behaviors. Most frequently, those resolutions revolve around the ways that they can do things

to their homes to maintain them and improve their livabilty and potential resale value or to make things

easier for their families and raising their children. I've assembled a collection of over 7,500+ Travel

Related Private Label Rights Articles Topics covered include aviation, boating, cruises, destinations,

outdoors, travel tips, vacations & more! I've also priced these at less than a penny per article! WOW! I

said...less than a penny per article! Use the content on : * Blogs * Social Sites * Micro-Blog Feeder Posts

* Twitwall * Convert to Audios * Script to PowerPoints * Bundle and Sell as Products * Personal

Education, Tips & Training * Whatever you might imagine... I've provided samples of two of the included

PLR Articles below: Sample One Title: 14 Tips for a Stress Free Flight Word Count: 938 Summary: Travel

should be an enjoyable experience. And it can be with just a few minutes of up front planning. These 14

tips will help you maximize your flight experience. Keywords: travel, airline, luggage, packing, stress free,

airport Article Body: Traveling can be a stressful event and airplane travel is tops on the list of the

stressors that we experience on what is supposed to be an exciting and fun event. A few simple steps

can remove most of the stress of air travel. Things to do before travel day: 1) Pack your bags. Make sure

all your packing is done at least the night before and that you have all your bags in one central location

for easy and complete loading into your car or taxi. 2) Have all your travel paperwork organized and in

one central location. 3) Make a checklist of all the things you want to check to secure your home before

you leave and walk through your home checking off each item. Do this at least an hour before you leave

your house. Do this and you will never worry if you left your stove on or any of the other little nagging

worries you might have while on your travel. 4) Be sure your pets are taken care of. Make any kennel

reservations well in advance of your trip to be sure you have a reserved spot at a kennel you trust. 5) Call

the AIRPORT and airline the day before to see how early the recommend you should arrive for a smooth,
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stress free check in. If they tell you to arrive three hours early and you arrive just 30 minutes early, you

will probably feel great stresses about missing your flight. Also ask if there are any parking restrictions

you should be aware of. Ever since 9/11, when we have a heightened threat level there may be car

searches before you can park. 6) If you are just taking carry on luggage, many airlines let you pre check

in right on the internet 24 hours before your flight. That means that you can get and print out boarding

passes right from your home. And when you get to the airport, you can go right to the gate and your

boarding area without getting into the long check in line. If you have to check baggage, you will not have

this option available to you. But if not, it is a great time and stress saver. Travel day: 7) Leave home in

plenty of time to anticipate busy traffic or accident situations. If it is an hour trip to get to the airport, you

may want to leave an extra half hour early just in case there are road problems. 8) If you are checking in

bags, be prepared to wait in line. If it is a busy time of day at the airport and you are traveling with a

popular airline, there could be a significant line. Don't worry about how long the line is. As long as you

arrive when the airport recommended, you will have plenty of time to make it to the front of the line and

get checked in. It may look impossible but it will happen so just relax and be patient. 9) Make sure that

any carry on baggage really is carry on. Otherwise you may get stopped at the gate and have your bag

taken away to be stowed with the regular luggage. It will delay and stress you. And it will delay everyone

else. 10) When boarding the plane, find your seat and stow your carry on baggage quickly. And then sit

down and stay out of the way. There are lots of people trying to do the same thing and we've all

encountered the folks who block the aisle for a long time fussing about something or other while a harried

line of boarders is forced to wait. You don't want to be one of those people. So just get your business

done quickly and efficiently and sit down. You'll have plenty of time to get up once the plane is in the air.

11) If you have to change planes, it can be a real challenge, especially in the larger airports. If you know

the gate you will have to go to, ask the flight attendant for advice to reach that gate quickly. In some

airports - like Atlanta - a Delta connection can be a huge adventure taking 30 minutes to get from one

gate to another. If you know in advance how you have to get to your next airplane, it will be much less

chaotic when you get off the first plane. And a much more relaxing walk (or run) to your next gate. 12)

When the plane lands, patiently wait your turn. Whether you push or just wait, you usually won't get off

the plane any quicker. People tend to let the folks in the rows before them get up and go in a pretty

orderly fashion. Trying to rush it will only get your blood pressure up and will not be looked upon favorably



by your fellow travelers. 13) If you just have carry on baggage, you have successfully completed a pretty

stress free flight. 14) But if you have carry on luggage, there is one more step - waiting for the luggage.

Just pick a place around the conveyor belt and wait. Expect your bag to be the very last one to come out

and be pleasantly surprised when it comes out early. By following these simple steps, you will find that

your stress levels from your air travels will be much less. A well planned trip agenda ensures that those

little stress points stay little stress points and don't balloon into a full blown crisis. Try it any you will be

amazed how just a small amount of up front planning dramatically improves the enjoyment of your travel.

Sample Two Title: 6 Reasons why a cruise is such a fine budget vacation Word Count: 697 Summary:

Cruise vacation can be among the best, and most economical, of all vacation opportunities. The ability to

enjoy a week or two week cruise vacation at one low price is one more reason to love cruising. Keywords:

Cheap travel, budget travel, cheap vacation, cheap flights, cheap hotels, cheap cars Article Body: A

cruise ship provides a great, one price, vacation, and one of the main attractions to booking a cruise ship

is that just about everything is included in the price. When many people think about a budget vacation,

they picture an intrepid traveler in a roach infested hotel room eating stale sandwiches and riding around

on the city bus. However, one of the best ways to save money on a vacation is also one of the most

luxurious and most thrilling the cruise vacation. Cheap Accommodation In addition to a cheap place to

stay, a cruise also offers unlimited food, including many amazing buffets that are open 24 hours a day, 7

days a week. In addition, the food on cruise vacation ships are often better-quality to those in all but the

best land locked restaurants, and once again, the food is included in the price. Traveling Off-season Of

course, it is possible to save money by traveling in the off-season, and this can often be a great plan. For

instance, even though it is the middle of the winter and most people are not thinking about vacations

where you are, it may be warm and tempting in many tropical cruise ship destinations. It is important,

however to check out the local weather, and to avoid the rainy season in the destinations you are

considering. Steering clear of hurricanes, tropical downpours and other weather problems can help you

get the most out of your cruise ship. Cabins If you have never taken a cruise ship before, it is a good idea

to get advice from those who have experienced cruising. These people can give valuable insight on the

best balance of cost and comfort for your first cruise ship experience. The location of the cabin is another

important consideration when booking a cruise ship. The interior cabins on the lower parts of the ship are

generally the least costly, while the higher, larger cabins with ocean views are the most expensive.



Discounts and Cheap Cruise ship Deals It is not always necessary to shop early, of course. Cruise ship

lines have been known to offer some fantastic discounts at the last minute in order to move unsold cabins

or avoid leaving with a less than full passenger load. There are many last minute travel newsletters that

provide details on these types of cruise ship deals, and these last minute travel deals are a big hit with

retirees and others with the time to see the world. Food and Gym After eating all that food, you will

probably feel the need to work out, and the cost of the cruise vacation also typically includes unlimited

use of the gym, the weight room and the sports locations. While many hotels tack on a surcharge for the

use of the hotel gym, with a cruise vacation it is generally included. Shipboard Entertainment The cost of

a cruise vacation also includes all shipboard entertainment and classes. The entertainment options of a

cruise vacation are often one of the best parts of the experience, and many cruises offer such things as

movie nights, theatres, spas, nightclubs, discos, and even casinos. There are also some great classes

offered by cruise lines, in everything from origami to bridge to ballroom dancing. And again, these classes

and entertainment options are included in the price you pay for the cruise. Among the only things that are

not included in the typical cruise vacation are alcoholic beverages and shore excursions. Many of the

higher priced cruises even include these extras. If the shore excursions and drinks are not included, be

sure to get a price list for shore excursions and drinks. It is often possible to save money on shore

excursions while on a cruise vacation by booking the tours locally at portside instead of going with the

cruise line. Just be sure, however that the book it yourself excursion will get you back to the ship on time.

For all these reasons, cruise vacation can be among the best, and most economical, of all vacation

opportunities. The ability to enjoy a week or two week cruise vacation at one low price is one more reason

to love cruising. Get now with PLR License for 7,500+ PLR Articles:
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